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One must not only master one’s emotions, one must be above one’s emotions and
say : « I will not let this emotion form ».
Rael, July 59 a.H
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The Prophet's vintage

On October 26, our Beloved Prophet was in Miège, the now famous Raelian village in the Vales canton, in which he had
inaugurated his vineyard two years earlier. This time, the purpose of his visit was to launch his own wine, produced by the
«Caves du Verseau» which is managed by Allan Tschopp and Stephane Clavien, two long-time Raelians who just happened to
create an exceptional wine!
«It's absolutely fantastic! Congratulations Allan and Stephane, this is the best syrupy wine I have ever tasted! Even better
than the Sauternes!» declared our Beloved Prophet. Claude Sanfourche, another wine expert, was equally excited. Our
Beloved Prophet encouraged Stephane, the team's oenologist who had already won many international medals with his
creations, to enter competitions with this wine. He has no doubt that it can win a gold medal!
The great news is that you too will be able to taste this remarkable wine named «La Réserve de Raël» . The 564 remaining
bottles are being auctioned to benefit the Raelian Foundation. If you are interested, you can get bottles of the first product of
Rael's vineyard – this exceptional wine, while helping the Foundation!
On this day, 47 packs of 12 bottles (50 cl each) are being auctioned, with a minimal starting bid of CHF720 per pack (CHF60
per bottle).
In order to participate, go to www.auction.rael.org. You will find there all the information you need to submit your bid.
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Note that:
−

you can make an offer for more than one pack

−

you can make an offer for a single bottle

−

the highest bidder's bottles will be signed by RAEL himself

The deadline has not been decided yet, but it may be very soon. Some have
expressed the wish to use these bottles as gifts or at parties for Christian end of year
holidays – an excellent idea for diffusion! In order to allow shipping in time for the
holidays, the auction might end as soon as mid- December... Therefore, don't wait
and make your offer if you wish to taste this exceptional wine!
During the inaugural ceremony, our Beloved Prophet talked about the link that has
always existed between wine's sensuality and spirituality. Jesus used to say «this is
my blood». Rael demystified this expression by reminding us that Jesus was referring
to the fact that everything we ingest builds us, and to the importance of not only
selecting carefully one's food and drinks but also of the consciousness we have of
their effects on us, including the pleasure they generate.
We wish a lot of pleasure to the happy auction winners!

News and Views
Our support to the Maori people
Rael expressed his support to the leaders of the Maori people called the Tuhoe. Proud and
independent, they are sometimes called the "Children of the Mist" after their mountain homeland in
New Zealand. They say they never signed the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi, in which Maori chieftains
ceded sovereignty to Britain in exchange for recognition of their ownership of the land and
waterways. In the 1860s, much of the Tuhoe land was seized and the tribe was confined to one side
of a so-called "confiscation line". Last week, heavily armed police set up a roadblock on that line,
outraging the inhabitants of Ruatoki, the hamlet targeted. Meanwhile 17 people were arrested in
anti-terrorist raids and the police suggested that they were planning assassinations in preparation for
declaring the Tuhoe region, in the Bay of Plenty, an independent state. Rael also expressed is hope
that may be the Embassy could be built on their land…

Mexican Movement
Here is a site that you might like to have a look at : www.mexica-movement.org
It reads on its front page : Mexica Movement: NOT Hispanic! NOT Latino!
We are Nican Tlaca, the Indigenous People of Canada, U.S., Mexico, and "Central America".
We reject all European divisions of our continent. We reject the artificial border divisions of our people.
We reject the White Supremacist ideology that claims Europeans are permanently endowed with the right
to define us and classify us to their liking. We include "First Nation" and "Native American" and "South American" Nican Tlaca
(Indigenous People).
We say, "No to occupation!"
We say, "This is still our continent!"
We say, "Europeans are the illegals--since 1492!"
Our beloved Prophet has sent them his full support and encouraged them to link with similar campaigns done in Kama in
which Raelians are quite involved.
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Age no obstacle to love
An 82-year-old Argentine woman recently married a 24-year-old man, Reinaldo Waveqche. Over protests of family members
and friends concerned about the enormous age difference, the lovers were married September 28 in a civil service. Sadly,
Volpes died of coronary illness soon after she and Waveqche returned from their honeymoon in Brazil. In an interview with
the EFE news network, Waveqche, grief-stricken and distraught, said he couldn’t bring himself to admit Volpes was gone.
RAEL expressed his support to the young man, reminding us that real love knows no bounds of time or space.

Tolerance in Harry Potter’s
RAEL expressed his congratulations to Harry Potter author JK Rowling for her position on fighting prejudices, discriminations
and Judeo-Christian traditions. She just revealed that one of her characters, Hogwarts school headmaster Albus Dumbledore,
is gay. She made her revelation to a packed house in New York's Carnegie Hall on Friday, as part of her US book tour.
Rowling said her books are a "prolonged argument for tolerance".

Cut on drinking and smoking
Our Beloved Prophet expressed his renewed support also to President Hugo Chavez who is on a
campaign to make Venezuelans cut back on drinking and smoking. The Venezuelan government has
placed a higher tax on alcohol and cigarettes in an effort to cut consumption and prevent what it
views as the social, economic and moral consequences of drinking and smoking. Alcohol is now 10
percent more expensive; cigarettes are 20 percent pricier. Chavez has described whiskey as a drink
for rich people, not for revolutionaries. "We cannot be spending the international reserves of this
country on whiskey," he said. Chavez has cited the life of revolutionary socialist icon Ernesto "Che"
Guevara as an example of how to lead a more pure life.

Legalization of all drugs
Richard Brunstrom, the Chief Constable of North Wales, has called for all drugs – including heroin and cocaine – to be
legalized and urged the Government to declare an end to the "failed" war on illegal narcotics. In his report he pointed out
that illegal drugs are now cheaper and more plentiful than ever before. The number of users has soared while drug-related
crime is rising with narcotics now supporting a worldwide business empire second only in value to oil. "If policy on drugs is in
future to be pragmatic not moralistic, driven by ethics not dogma, then the current prohibitionist stance will have to be swept
away as both unworkable and immoral, to be replaced with an evidence-based unified system (specifically including tobacco
and alcohol) aimed at minimization of harms to society. Our Beloved Prophet encouraged him saying “he is absolutely right.
No substances should be illegal and no one should be jailed for using it. It’s a matter of education to teach people not to use
it and of politicians and leaders giving a spiritual life, exciting human projects making everybody envision a beautiful future,
and creating hope and inspiration in new generations . This is not a matter of police, justice, criminalization and invasion of
privacy.”
Interestingly, the same who would criticize Chavez because he gives incentives to reduce the consumption of the heavy drugs
that are alcohol and tobacco, are the same who criticizes those who want to make other heavy drugs available… incoherence
at its best. Scientists have demonstrated that alcohol and tobacco can damage our brains as much as cocaine and heroine.
Education is the key; this is what Chavez does and what this high ranked police officer in North Wales try to do too.

Who gives a dam?
China’s Three Gorges Dam is described with high criticisms in Western
publications which mainly comment about the millions who had to move out of
their villages for the dam to be completed and to protect them from a potential
"environmental catastrophe". The world's largest hydro-electric construction is
a $25bn project, across the country's biggest river, the Yangtze. RAEL made
the following comments after reading these critics:
This is one more media manipulation: The Three Gorges Dam is a wonderful
and GREEN realization, a real wonder of the world, helping China to have the
electricity necessary to fulfill its development and equal and even surpass
occidental powers. That’s precisely what they don’t want. It’s exactly the same
thing when USA criticizes China for increasing its military spending to reach not
even 10 % of the US military budget...”
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Kucinich’s UFO a coincidence?

The Ohio Congressman who is also candidate to the Presidency declared today that he has indeed seen a UFO over Shirley
McLaine’s house. He also said that he had “felt it communicate” with him. Kucinich also declared to the Philadelphia Inquirer :
“I seriously believe we have to start asking questions about his –Bush- mental health,", which is exactly what Rael has said
since Bush’s first election, asking for a mental check-up of the US President. The UFO sighting may not be a coincidence?
Kucinich seems to have great inspiration ;-)

Message to Pedophiles
After the slandering media campaign done in Europe saying that our philosophy preaches pedophilia, the Raelian Movement
could be seen by pedophiles as heaven. In order to make our position real clear and avoid any problem in the future, the
following message has been posted on our websites. Make sure to relay it as clearly and largely as possible.
“Even if we are in favor of sexual freedom between consenting adults, if you are a pedophile you are definitely not
welcome in the Raelian movement. Not only because our position is very clear condemning it as a mental disease, but
also because, contrary to the politics of the Catholic church which has been hiding pedophile priests (see
www.nopedo.org) and moving them from parish to parish so they can make more victims of their disgusting
behavior, the Raelian movement has a strict policy of not only expelling immediately any member suspected of
pedophilia or sex with people under legal age BUT ALSO to immediately report them to the police.”

The Raelian Planet
October 7th Celebration: 226 new Raelians did their transmission on October 7th, welcome dear
family ☺
Here is the latest chart on our intranet site ( still missing a few entries as you can see) but it gives an idea of what is
happening around the world… congratulations to the Mongolian leaders who are really doing an amazing

job!
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Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
Personal Account of Cellular Plan Transmission, 10.7.7 –– Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area --- by
TE.EL.WALKER (on the left in the picture)
I tuned in to a science channel episode on cloning last month when I
observed a gentleman identified as ‘Rael’ and a scientist named Dr.
Boisselier. It was evident to me through the tele that their beliefs
were intense, honorable, and FULL of truth! I immediately ran to my
computer; pulled up Clonaid.com; and subsequently downloaded the
first three messages contained in Intelligent_Design_en.pdf.
Little did I know at the time that one single PDF file would radically
change my life! WOW!
As instructed at the end of Message one, I emailed His Holiness Rael
at headquarters@rael.org with these opening and closing paragraphs:
“How grateful I am that our parents The Elohim have sent you, their
final Prophet, to prepare humanity for their open return!!!” … “I look
forward to studiously embracing your prophetic guidance and joining the fellowship of many others who are united with your
Movement.”
Having just returned from a 1000 mile and back road trip to Las Vegas to receive my Cellular Plan Transmission, I am thrilled,
overjoyed, and honored to report my open acknowledgment of the Elohim and my fellowship with their elect children on
earth.
I must admit, however, that I was SHOCKED to learn that I would be only the third Utah Raelian! How could it be, that the
followers of the Elohim’s most recent prophet Joseph Smith were not flocking to their last and final prophet Rael?
Has the Mormon religion become so institutionalized that they have forgotten the purist words of Joseph Smith in relation to
our parents, the Elohim? Are these words not, in fact, a foreshadowing of the knowledge we enjoy in the Messages?
I challenge all Mormons, indeed the entire world, to present a lucid argument contradicting my conclusion that the following
words of Joseph Smith are in absolute harmonious resonance with the Raelian Movement:
'Paul says there are Gods many and Lords many. I want to set it forth in a plain and simple manner; but to us there
is but one God -- that is 'pertaining to us'; ... Paul says there are Gods many and Lords many; and that makes a
plurality of Gods, in spite of the whims of all men. ... I will show from the Hebrew Bible that I am correct, and the
first word shows a plurality of Gods; and I want the apostates and learned men to come here and prove to the
contrary, if they can. An unlearned boy must give you a little Hebrew. 'Berosheit baurau Eloheim ait aushamayeen
vehau auraits', rendered by King James' translators, 'In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.' I want
to analyze the word 'Berosheit'. 'Rosh', the head; 'Sheit', a grammatical termination; the 'Baith' was not originally put
there when the inspired man wrote it, but it has been since added by an old Jew. 'Baurau' signifies to bring forth;
'Eloheim' is from the word 'Eloi', God, in the singular number; and by adding the word 'heim', it renders it Gods. It
read first, 'In the beginning the head of the Gods brought forth the Gods,' or, as others have translated it, 'The head
of the Gods called the Gods together.' I want to show a little learning as well as other fools.
The head God organized the heavens and the earth. I defy all the world to refute me. In the beginning the heads of
the Gods organized the heavens and the earth. Now the learned priests and the people rage, and the heathen
imagine a vain thing. If we pursue the Hebrew text further, it reads, 'Berosheit baurau Eloheim ait aushamayeen
vehau auraits.' -- 'The head one of the Gods said, Let us make a man in our own image.' I once asked a learned Jew,
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'If the Hebrew language compels us to render all words ending in 'heim' in the plural, why not render the first
'Eloheim' plural?' He replied, 'That is the rule with few exceptions; but in this case it would ruin the Bible.' He
acknowledged I was right. I came here to investigate these things precisely as I believe them. Hear and judge for
yourselves; and if you go away satisfied, well and good.
In the very beginning the Bible shows there is a plurality of Gods beyond the power of refutation. It is a great
subject I am dwelling on. The word 'Eloheim' ought to be in the plural all the way through -- Gods. The heads of the
Gods appointed one God for us; and when you take [that] view of the subject, its sets one free to see all the beauty,
holiness and perfection of the Gods. All I want is to get the simple, naked truth, and the whole truth.'
-- 'Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith -- compiled by Joseph Fielding Smith' pp. 371-372
Hmmm... sounds even more Raelian than Mormon, doesn't it? Ha! :))
All I want too, is to get the simple, naked truth, and the ultimate truth of all things. And it is within the Raelian Movement
that I have found it!

Thanks dear Tom, Utah was just waiting for you ☺. What a privilege you have to be almost alone there, you can be a pioneer
and thousands will envy you in less that 30 years… a short time for us all to change this world. Thanks for joining, and thanks
to all the 226 new Raelians who like Tom, joined the Raelian family on October 7th.

In Switzerland
Aside from the 6th of October, GM meal and the 7th of October celebration in the presence of our Beloved Prophet in
Lausanne, French and Swiss teams also had a local impact. Chris Antille tells us more:
« We began the celebration with a diffusion on Saturday
afternoon with the Crop-Circles and free hugs theme in the
streets of Lausanne. We wore “sandwich signs” and we had a
low cart on wheels with Crop Circle pictures. It was funny
because each time the cops would walk toward us, Francois,
who organized the diffusion, would push the cart and moving it
gently. Since we did not have the authorization to diffuse, this
cart of wheel was most appropriate. We were mobile and the
police could not cite us.
That evening, the 120 of us gathered around Our Beloved
Prophet in a Brazilian Restaurant where a menu of GM dishes
would be served. After the dinner, Emmanuel Comte invited us
to discover enchanting sounds produced with his flute. Our
Beloved Prophet helped us to feel different ways to listen to
sounds, to feel them, to feel what they create inside us. He also
explained to us how to become music, anticipating the following
note before it leaves Emanuel’s flute. Dances were performed,
lot’s of sensuality. We finished the evening dancing to Latino
rhythms.
The following day, on the anniversary of the 2nd encounter, 3
people decided to join our great Raelian family. After their
transmission, we spoke philosophy, Jimmy sang a few songs for
us and it was really hard to part from each other. It had been a
magnificent day, with Our Beloved Prophet, so close to the
Elohim
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In Slovenia
Slovenian team celebrated the 7th of October in Maribor, second
largest city of Slovenia. We were 16 people all together and we had
a fresh new group of Raelians from that part of Slovenia. We took a
sunny walk in the very calm surrounding along the river and there
we had a delicious lunch. After the lunch our guide Mladen made
one cellular transmission outside and talked to the new Raelians.
After that he had a speech and every one of the structure members
presented himself to the group. We were also making plans for the
future and talked about current events in our country. It was a
beautiful day for a beautiful meeting.

In Guadalajara, Mexico
October 6th, in
Guadalajara
(Mexico), we organized a diffusion aimed at spreading the Messages of Our
Beloved Prophet to the representatives of the native peoples of Ixachilan,
such as the Huicholes, the Triquis, the Perupechas and the Mazahuas. We
also sold 3 Yes to Human Cloning books as well as one Sensual Meditation.
Greetings from Guadalajara! See you near the Embassy…
Salvador Isidro Romero

Congo Mfoa
Rare are the times when both Sept 30th and October 7th fall on a Sunday! Well, this year has been the case and the
Raelians of Congo Mfoa took advantage of it to
celebrate RAEL.
During the Sunday gathering of September 30th, all
the Congo regions only developed one theme : RAEL
We had beautiful celebrations for you, RAEL, even if
you were not physically with us. You were with us,
very, very close to us to thank You, to tell You that we
love You and that we will carry on the mission You
entrusted us with, using ever more energy and
commitment. We sang happy birthday for You! And
popped a bottle of champagne in Your honor. We
hope You felt us during that day! Through the eyes
and the smiles of the Raelians who are happy to follow
You, receive ALL OUR AFFECTION.
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The following weekend, we celebrated the second encounter, the one that took place in the Perigord. We chose to reflect
upon ourselves during a 2 day seminar held at Mfoa and Pointe Noire. 117 Raelians were present to spend wonderful
moments together and share our thoughts on the following themes: “Managing our emotions in our lives” and “Establishing
the United Kingdom of Kama: strength and weakness”. The moments we lived were unforgettable and allowed us to better
prepare ourselves for the Grand Visit when the Son of Yahve will come to Yamoussoukro in the Ivory Coast!
ELOHIM, ELOHIM, ELOHIM, You are there somewhere near these stars and every October 7th December 13th, 1st Sunday in
April and August 6th , our group becomes ever larger to recognize You Officially. Six (6) new people including two women did
their TPC as if to say: « The Embassy is not far anymore, we will welcome Them very soon».
Lovement
Tshiélikk’, National Guide, Congo Mfoa.

In Canada – Fall seminar 62 a.H
Another step towards the extraordinary! Such was the theme of the fall Canadian seminar with our planetary leader for the
teachings, Daniel Chabot. The weekend began with the magnificent video “I choose love” which reminded us that every
moment of our life we can choose to be extraordinary by choosing the path of love.
As our Prophet teaches us, every moment we either contribute to the awakening or the stifling of our planet through our
thoughts, our movements, and this thanks to the unconditional love of the Elohim who chose to keep free will inside us, to let
us assume our personal choices as human beings. These choices allow us at every moment to develop and muscle up our
consciousness.

Thank you Daniel to have made us dream! Thank you to have shown us that there are or have been extraordinary human
beings on Earth such as Martin Luther King, Gandhi, Nelson Mandela, the Dalai-Lama, Alice Paul, Lucie Burns… and to have
identified their common qualities:
1) Their immense happiness because they have committed to a just cause
2) Their love for simple things
3) Their thorough work on their character in order to control their negative emotions
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4) Their principals and values that guided their actions
5) Their inspiration found for the most part in their spirituality
6) Their cause bigger than themselves

And the six great strengths of these leaders are in front of our eyes!! We have them thanks to the Elohim, to the Messages,
to their Beloved Son, to His teachings. May the one who has eyes take the time to look at them! And this is what we have
done thanks to you, Daniel. In small groups, with the help of our seminar notes, the Messages, the Maitreya, Sensual
meditation, we took the time to go deeper, to concretely understand what they refer to in our philosophical life. We better
understood how we can personalize them and apply them in our daily lives. Thank you for all the strategies you shared with
us to help us escape the shackles of our emotions, until the day we will manage to anticipate them in order to prevent them
from forming in the first place, as Our Prophet teaches us. Your teachings and your generosity helped us to take another
step towards love, towards the extraordinary.
Then, thanks to the help of the Guides who facilitated many workshops, we were able to experience the following teachings
according to our choosing: Happiness; To be without thinking; Mission: to be happy; A step towards humility; I listen in order
to become extraordinary; Becoming detached to fly higher; My spiritual resume; To become disciplined is the only way to
grow; To save humanity, one needs to save Africa; To whom will I give love today? We were able to further explore one of
the many elements of these rich teachings from Our Prophet and to see how we can apply it to our lives. Whaow! Thank you
dear guides!
Of all the strong elements found in this wondrous seminar, we cannot help but showcase the video of the fantastic speech of
Our Prophet taped during the European Seminar in Slovenia this past summer. Our Prophet’s speech reminds us that truth
alone just like meditation alone can lead us to pride and that they have to be accompanied by prayer, our link to the Earth
bringing us back to a humble state of being. We can learn from each of our failures if we have the humility to recognize it.
(see Contact 337) and that will lead us to take one further step toward the extraordinary. Thank you dearest Prophet!
The 7th of October celebration was in itself a step towards the extraordinary in the middle of this fantastic weekend. During
this very successful feast, 2 new people joined our raelian family. Through their refinement, their sensitivity, their religiosity,
the angels contributed to make this ceremony even more beautiful and religious. This celebration ended with a dinner during
which raelians unveiled passage of movies, poems, pieces of music that deeply touched their life and that were linked to a
part of our philosophy. What moving and intense discoveries from beginning to end…
To conclude this fall seminar, we flew even higher with our dear sister Gbedia (the new African name of our beautiful bishop,
Hortense). Gbedia made us feel even more united to this huge planet. She explained to us that she was not here to tell us
about Africa, but to speak to us about humanity. We all answered “yes” in unison. So, she proceeded to bring back to our
memory the teachings of Our Prophet: “to save humanity, one must save Africa”. Daniel and Gbedia reminded us even if we
live in America, in Asia, in Oceania or Europe, we must not lose sight of this beautiful vision that we all are on one planet:
Earth. We are an integral part of this humanity, we must keep a
planetary vision instead of limiting it to a simple regional vision.
Therefore, that day, we felt it deeply. Thank you dear Gbedia to
open our horizons and to help us to be aware of some of the
unconscious hang-ups and prejudices that may lie within us.
Thank you also to you, angels, who gently placed and heightened
religiosity within us . Thank you for your kind presence, full of love,
surrounding us and contributing to make that weekend
extraordinary. As the guide who organized this seminar, Michel
Chabot, stated: “If in the past, the creation of the Order of the
Angels by our Prophet might have been resented by some,
particularly by some Raelian men, this weekend allowed them to
understand its influence and importance since it allows us to take a
step further towards love.” And he added that Canada was
particularly privileged since we have Shizue among us, the only
superior archangel living on our planet. He suggested to us not to
forget that when we speak to her.
In conclusion of this magnificent weekend, Michel Chabot made us
aware that we have among us living models of extraordinary
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persons and that we have the privilege of being close to them on a regular basis. Throughout that weekend, the Canadian
Raelians were able to take a step toward the extraordinary, altogether, thanks to you, to your generosity, to the teachings of
Our Beloved Prophet. THANK YOU!!! WE CHOOSE LOVE !!!
France and Samantha

UFORIA, Australia
By Jarel, Continental Guide

Uforia, the dance party we have organized in Sydney was a great success.
It was an amazing show of lights, computer animations, lasers, steam and other special effects. There was a line-up of
around a dozen DJ’s for two dance floors and powerful light beams with different moving patterns that illuminated the walls
of the buildings around and the sky of Sydney. They could be seen from far away. We projected some great computer
animation videos with space, ETs and UFOs images.

The main attraction was the huge UFO inflated with helium that was hovering above the dance floor. It created this out of
this world experience we wanted to give.
The place was full and the people went off and dance until we had to stop them at around 5am. There was a high energy up
to the end and the people even requested for more and would not leave. We create quite a sensation. Keren our charismatic
Raelian singer was also part of the show and energize the place with her singing of inspirational messages. Ken from
Melbourne did a great light balls spinning show.
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On their way out the people were asking when will be the next one.
Many thanks to Mark1 form Melbourne for his animation of the lounge dance floor; to all the Raelians who helped in the
promotion, the installation, the decoration, the ticketing. And let's not forget those who dance all night and had to clean up
and pack up at 5 am. The best credits go to 2 people: Gill Paradox and Gerry (Sydney area manager) who have been putting
this incredible performance. For Gill who has been producing such parties before it was his best ever.
They have given a lot of energy and time to deliver a dance party of an incredibly high standard for such a small budget.
But the best might not be what happened on the night but what happened on the internet during the weeks leading to the
event. There has been a big controversy due to the fact that the Raelian Movement was putting on a Dance Party. The main
Australian trance dance website: www.australiens.net, had to block a thread as it was getting too far out of hand. In fact, on
this very website which has been going for several years, we had the 3rd highest amount of hits for an event in the history of
the website, which only occurs for major international acts/gigs. So… as it turns out, there are now literally thousands of
people who discovered who the Raelians were.
It is a beautiful Raelian story that we hope to continue.
UFORIA the party to prepare humanity for the welcoming of our Creators from space will go on.
It will become better and bigger until the whole planet parties with us to celebrate their coming.

Our Beloved Prophet has expressed his hope that many Uforia dances like this one are organized in the Raelian World and a
new website will be available soon to announce our events… have fun!

ANTIWAR MARCH IN US
San Francisco, by Felix Clairvoyant
On Saturday, October 27th, demonstrations against the war in Iraq were held all over the United States. In San Francisco,
tens of thousands gathered for an opening rally and part of the Raelian team also decided to gather with “Imagine Peace”
posters and fliers. Our poster has a photo of John Lennon with text of the ‘Imagine’ song on the left and a photo of Rael with
powerful ‘Peace’ texts on the right. Many people took pictures of the poster and asked who Rael was ☺. 500 fliers were
distributed. At one point two women who had bought a pre-made poster got inspired by our poster and decided to write
“Imagine Peace” on the back of their poster. Also, I gave a flier and exchanged a few words with prominent gay politician
Mark Leno who is continuing his pioneering battle for LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender) couples and their
families by authoring the Religious Freedom and
Civil Marriage Protection Act. This historic civil rights
legislation would allow same sex couples to marry in
California.
Undoubtedly, the most powerful moment of the
march was when a symbolic Die-In took place for 3
minutes. It was an authorized action and one that
was dramatic and visually powerful (see photo). This
action was also designed to convey the human cost
of war and, in the words of a journalist, "to bring
home the 2 million Iraqis who have died, the
500,000 who are now refugees and the nearly 4,000
U.S. soldiers who have died for an occupation that
only benefits weapons manufacturers and oil
corporations." The Peace March was part of a
National Day of Action around the U.S. to demand
that the troops be brought home now and San
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Francisco has now passed a resolution making October 27th as “End the War in Iraq” Day. For your information, Federal
spending on the Iraq War has surpassed $450 billion and continues at the rate of $5,000 per second.
During the March I realized that as powerful as the thought of peace can be, when put into action it makes it so many-folds
stronger! I felt like a proud Elohim soldier and I want to thank you my dear Prophet for being such a strong model of
inspiration, for giving us the strength to believe in our true potential, and for the Grand Hope that even with a 1% chance of
survival, we can still make it.
The Chicago Raelians were in their streets also. Chad had lots of success with his poster and his big smile ☺

CLITORAID: "SECRETS of our SUCCESS IN OTTAWA"
During our mission to help our African sisters to get their sense of pleasure back, we have improved our technique, our
feeling, our love to inform the population… here are some simple ideas that make the success of our wonderful CLITORAID
team in the region of Ottawa:
1- We always work in a team of two; one person holds the donation box and the other one has the flyers, the official
document attesting that we are a non-profit organization, which interacts with the passerby. That way, even the most
timid ones feel comfortable, but also these documents are absolutely necessary for success…
2- We always have the official boxes of Clitoraid, to look like professionals.
3- We use our charm, our radiant smile and we really pay attention to our look, we are above all the ambassadors of
the Elohim!
4- When people seem in a hurry, we get their attention asking simple and quick questions: do you know what is Female
Circumcision? And most people stop…
5- We never count what’s in the donation boxes separately; we put all the money together and count the fruit of
collections together…
6- We are confident in ourselves and in the success of our mission.
7- We love each others and take care of each
others.
8- We have fun, and celebrate at the end…
9- And of course a team picture to reinforce our
connections.
10- We keep in mind our reason of BEING on this
planet that needs so much justice and love…
As a matter of fact, here is an explicit picture…
I love you!
Thank you all for your passion for justice! Thank
you Elohim to have accepted me in the great team
of winners…
Syndi-Lou
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UFO in Seoul?
i am Lian a Korean Raelian member, living in Seoul. While reading 'contact #336', i saw some pictures of crop- circles and
you giving your address in case we see something….

Last Saturday.... I went to an Islamic church with one of the
Korean Raelians... i don't know why from some years ago, i
felt like to visit there.... and i was interested in islam... its
culture.... but the time past.. i recently had the chance to
meet a Muslim girl from Germany in the streets in Seoul on
the day we held a event " Rael would love to visit Korea" in
Insidong, Seoul. After that , back home, i met her....we had
some talking... and i gave her our message before her
leaving Korea.... She was very upset about the fact that i
gave her the book.. she really didn't get it.... After that i
thought of visiting the Islam church again.... so i made up
my mind to visit there..... finally i got there.... I had a
strange feeling going there.. In the Islam church i met one
Muslim man.... he showed me around of the church and
explained about it...kindly..but without a smile....^^ because
they were in the middle of Ramadan,,, he said that he could
serve us dinner after praying only...
As i looked around the Islam church, i felt that they, Muslims
are also praying for love, peace... they are creatures of
Elohim like us... they are calling Elohim like us... i got very
impressed... while going out from Islam church.. i looked at
the sky... the shape of some cloud with a sunset glow was
very beautiful so i thought that if a ufo appears through the
cloud, it would be very awesome, and i took two cloud
pictures....
At home i checked the pictures i took..... and i found something in the picture,,, it was kind of ufo..^^;;
i am not sure..... ^^;; but it could be.... ^^;; check it out~~ i attached......and i remembered your writing in news336.... i
thought you would be interested in this story and pic.....^^;; so i decided to write this email.....^^;; what do you think......
me ... nothing .. just funny.....^^;; takecare......and goodnight.....

Swaziland
Lamane had for goal during his visit in South and East Kama, to bring the information regarding the United Kama Kingdom to
the highest level of the hierarchy in the Swaziland Kingdom, friend country of Lesotho with whom it already formed a union,
which also include South Africa.
Lamane tells us:
On October 2nd I had a beautiful two hours discussion on the UKK with the prince Mguciso Dlamini as well as a meal
with him in the domain of the royal residence of Zuwelini, 20 km from the Mbabane capital. The prince (a god
believer) understands very well the necessity of the UKK and tells me that with this message of the Prophet RAEL that
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I bring, god (I tell him Elohim) has its mysterious ways to act and he tells me of a prophecy here that says that the
king of Swaziland must unite all the kingdoms of the continent in a single country and to make it radiate in the entire
world… but they understand it as this: the Swaziland while protecting its tradition and while developing must become
a model that will inspire the other kingdoms to awaken and to unite themselves to Swaziland. I tell him that I
understand the depth of my current mission… We discuss the pressing necessity for the king to meet with the
Prophet and already to send at least one representative in December in Ivory Coast for the Prophet will meet kings
and traditional chiefs to discuss the systems to put in place to launch the UKK… The prince Mguciso then asked me to
allow him some time (until Monday October 8) to find the person that really will be able to explain to the king the
importance of the UKK for the Swaziland and the necessity for him to send a messenger to meet the Prophet RAEL in
December in Ivory Coast. He then drove me to the bus stop and gave me 50 rands (equivalent of 7 dollars) for the
transportation.
On October 3rd during a mini lecture targeted towards a group of 7 people, I met a nice employee of the Tanzanian
government, an economist finishing a short training in computer science in Swaziland who took the responsibility of
correspondent for the Movement in Tanzania. On October 4th I spoke with teachers of the University of Swaziland and
on October 7th I had the pleasure to welcome 2 new Raelians for their transmission.
On October 9th, I had again 3 meetings at the palace: With the Prince Mguciso; then with the first secretary of the
king (the person in charge of transmitting all messages to the king), this one recommends us nevertheless to go back
to the delegation of the king that had received me on my previous meeting. Discussion with the two first persons in
charge of this delegation (without the prince) who were apparently happy to see me again (hugs and smiles) ask
"How is His Holiness". They promise to transmit the message to the king. We then worked on the details of protocol
and of official diplomacy that should allow the encounter between our Beloved Prophet and the king or his
representative if the encounter is done in Ivory Coast.
Since I am two hours away from Maputo, Mozambique, I cannot resist spending a brief 2 day detour to try to revive
the small team of this country. I will give you more details soon!
Love, Lamane

Ivory Coast
The diffusion towards the traditional African religions started up with the first visit with the De-Himas on Sunday September
23rd 2007.
At 10 am on Friday, I was received by the
Pawaba Koffi Ettien Mathieu, second person
on the national level in charge of the church
in Dehima in Ivory Coast and at the same
time first person in charge of the parish of
the large state of Yopougon Abidjan, at his
residence. At that time another appointment
was taken for Sunday September 23rd, at
7:30 am in the morning. A little before 7:30
am we already were in the small reception
room of the Pawaba which was, from time
to time in the past, surrounded by great
devoted people of the church. After
introducing the object of our visit I gave the
official letter of information revealing that
the Prophetess Gague Onnonhio was sent
by the Elohim on the ground of Kama.
I read out loud the complete message I was
delivering. After the reading, there was a
long silence followed by a deep breathing
from the persons in charge... It was already
8 am and we had been invited by the
Pawaba to follow the procession of the
faithful that leads to the Sunday’s mass where more than 500 faithful, majority of women and youths, should attend...
Powerful, typically African songs are sung. In the church the women are separated from the men except at the altar where
the dignitaries of the church, men and women are sitting together while facing the Pawaba; without being aware of that, the
female guide Dete Moussokoro level 4, was at my side and was asked to return to the women’s row who were all
sumptuously clothed in white.
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We found a united and strong church, with respectful and humble members in their way of praying while putting their
forehead against the ground and while putting the ash on the forehead but also a church corrupt by the picture of Jesus
suffering on the cross, the crucifix. All is in the name of Jesus, rarely in the name of god and almost never in the name of
their Prophetess Bague Onnonhio. They, in any case, preserved the authenticity of the worships of the religious cults (purely
African songs, little bell sounds, absence of reading of the bible, visits of the presbytery where proudly stands a palm tree,
place of communion…).
We have therefore attended their mass and were presented to the assembly, and addressed ourselves directly to the faithful
whom applauded us as loud as they could.
To our greatest surprise, the Pawaba authorized the reading of our letter during the mass and in front of the faithful who
followed with big interest this revelation on their Prophetess… After this beautiful mass of jollification we laughed and
discussed science around a copious meal offered by the Church.
Thank you to Uriël for his tireless fight for the recognition of our black prophets,
Thank you also to the guide Dété and all the Raelians always present by my sides: (Bohoui, Ngoran, Vagba, Karim, Cossi).
Let us now aim towards the other religions that await us ☺:
Djossouvi, national guide, at your service.
For your information, here’s how the letter of Djoss ended:

….
Bague Onnonhio preached that the oppression of the black man by the white ones would only be temporary, and that
a liberator would come, a messiah who would bring freedom to the black men and women... More precisely, she
preached that ABA LAGO (The Eternal... YAHWE Elohim) would send a new and last prophet called "Timiliti Aka".
Dear brothers and sisters, Timiliti Aka is RAEL and he will soon be among us for an annual seminar

Quebec, some good news ☺
Do you remember these two journalists who had been infiltrating the RM for 9 months?
Do you remember October 2003? For 7 days, articles of sensational taste were published in the papers of the Sun Media
group, owner of the Journal of Montreal and the Journal of Quebec. When the articles came out, pictures of Raelians
were published.
Of course, these pictures had been taken and published without the consent of those concerned. Among these persons,
several sued Sun Media Group for having breached their right to privacy.
These persons were: Nicole Bertrand, Daniel Chabot, Gérard Jeandupeux, Marcus Wenner, Pierre Bolduc, Sophie
DeNiverville, Shizue Kaneko, Michel Chabot, Joseph Kollar, Jocelyn Chabot, Véronique Rhodet, France Blais, Stella
Desgagnés, Steve Leboeuf, Alda Pires, Phadia Castonguay and myself. We sued them at the lower court level for
emotional damages in the amount of $7000.
During the trial, two legal points contradicted each other: the right to privacy VS the freedom of press information.
Moreover, in legal terms, a fault needs to have been committed, some damage must have been sustained in order to
financially compensate the plaintive. A link needs to be established between the two, showing that one clearly caused
the other. The fault must be shown to have caused the damage at stake. The hearings lasted 3 days, 2 in June and 1 in
September. Each party presented his or her point of views.
Finally, yesterday, we gathered to read the decision of the judge.
The judge determined that the persons who act as spokespeople, who have their pictures on the internet websites of the
Raelian Movement, who lead gatherings and celebrations… are considered public figures. Since they already had their
pictures published in some media, they couldn’t have suffered any damages; furthermore Sun Media group hasn’t
committed a civil wrong since these people are figures of public interest……. According to the judge, the identity of other
plaintive couldn’t be recognized on the published pictures, therefore no civil wrong was committed on the part of media
and therefore no damages would be allocated.
Yet, another group of plaintiffs made mistakes during the procedures and were not compensated.
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However, among all the remaining plaintiffs was Phadia Castonguay who did not belong to the list of spokespeople and
who had not made a mistake during the procedure. After listening to Phadia’s testimony and Daniel Chabot’s arguments
during his pleading, the judge settled in favor of Phadia
Therefore Phadia won!!
Not only did she receive $1000 in compensation, but the judge also sentenced Sun Media Group to punitive damages!!!
Therefore the judge recognized that Sun Media Group acted in a dishonest and intentional way, and was fined $1500.
It’s extremely rare for a tribunal to fine a media for punitive damages.
The objective of this judgment is to discourage the culprits to repeat the same mistake twice.
It’s certainly a great victory for all of us, but also for the simplest Raelian among us. This judgment indeed means that for
all Raelians, members of the structure or not, members of the Angel order or not, all these non public figures can live
their religion and be certain that their privacy will not be violated.
This is a first victory of the long fight for the respect of our rights and freedoms.
Congratulation to all of you! Love. Marc Rivard

Happy Birthday…

Pierre Paul Bourque, Guide
Planetary leader of sexual minorities
aramis-international@raeliangay.org
Yes! This month, we celebrate Aramis’ our third anniversary. Aramis was founded by our Prophet Rael.
Indeed, ARAMIS Association RAelienne des MInorites Sexuelles (Raelian Association for Sexual Minorities)
GLBT (Gay Lesbian Bisexual, Transexual) was born in Quebec in October 2004 (59). The planetary leader
for sexual minorities started to gather around him all the homosexuals, bisexuals, transsexuals available in
the Canadian Raelian Movement and officially established this association.
Its participants had been wishing for this moment for a long time. It revived the participants’ flame to see, one day, all the
sexual minorities of the planet hear the Message of Love and Peace of Our Creators. It also strengthened their hope that one
day, all humans would be able to live their difference with harmony, with their personal tastes and sexual preferences,
regardless of their inclination.
Granted, reading Our Creators’ Messages answered our questions about the origin of Life on Earth. But for homosexuals,
learning the fact that their sexual preference was a natural phenomenon, coded in their genes would completely change the
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perception of what had been engrained until then by political, media, religious powers. In fact, scientists continue their
research in the direction of genetics and not behavior.
Another element of Our Creators’ Message affirms that one can find homosexuality in the animal kingdom everywhere in
nature. This also comes to contradict the mistakes of traditional middle aged religions. Therefore, it is false to pretend that
homosexuality is an act against nature. Scientific research had already proved it but their conclusion
had been hidden from the public. Thanks to new technologies, they are now published on the internet
and the proofs are undeniable. The recent exhibit at the History Museum of Oslo (Norway) in August
2007 is another clear proof of this, as no less than 1500 homosexual animal species were classified and
publicly displayed.
Here is a picture which should silence these homophobic religious “tenors” as it portrays two males
having sex….:)
It is comforting for sexual minorities to learn that they are an integral part of this great human genetic
plan and that the presence of sexual diversity was intentional. It is also very comforting to feel
welcome, accepted by one’s peers, to be simply considered as a human being living one’s difference just as heterosexuals do.
While other religions reject their homosexual or transsexual members and speak in homophobic terms about them, you will
understand why Raelian homosexuals chose the religion advocating the love of differences among humans.

If you read this message and you are questioning your sexual inclination, don’t wait any longer and reach out to one of our
ARAMIS leaders on your continent. They will be able to guide you in better understanding what you are living. They will put
you in touch with other members of our association in your country so you can exchange with people who went through a
similar experience as you. You will be able to witness the happiness in these people stemming from being who they really
are. You will notice that they are experiencing sexual fulfillment in complete freedom within a philosophical movement giving
value to their sexual difference and loving them as they are. You can also visit our website at www.raeliangay.org ; our
association is established in several countries on all the continents.

